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character in drama, as Phedre was her finest in tragedy. She
completely retrieved what she had lost in public opinion by
Mademoiselle de Belle-Isle. The description given of her on
this occasion by Theophile Gautier is too vivid, too graphic
to be omitted where the aim is to paint Mademoiselle Rachel
in so important a part.
" One of Mademoiselle Kachel's great qualities is that she
gives so plastic a realization of the character she represents.
In Phedre she is a Greek princess of the heroic ages, in Tisbe she
personates an Italian courtesan of the sixteenth century. - There
can be no mistake; sculpture and painting could do no more.
This graphic embodiment of the idea exercises a despotic in-
fluence on the audience the instant she appears. In tragedy
she seems a figure detached from, a ias relief of Phidias; in
drama a Titian or a Bronzino descended from its frame. The
illusion is complete. She is a great artiste as well as a great
actress. Even her beauty is endowed with the most astonish-
ing flexibility; at one time you have before you a sculptured
hueless marble, at another a warm Venetian painting. She
takes the coloring of the Sphere in which she is to move: un-
der the antique colonnade, a statue; under the renaissance
ceiling, the richly-tinted portrait. Between the scene and the
actress the harmony is always perfect."
The acting was no less truthfully described than the exter-
nal appearance. The graceful indifference with which she
listens to the podestds laments, leading hirp ever away from
the goal he seeks to reach, was extremely unaffected. An
excellent piece of acting also was the scene where she narrates
how her mother, the poor, friendless woman who sang mor-
laque songs on the public squares, was set free as she was be-
ing led to execution on the charge of having uttered seditious
stanzas against the serene republic of Venice—set free on the
intercession of a lovely child, who begged of a senator, her
father, that the hapless vagrant's life might be spared. She
ran on with a careless haste, as though relating it on com-
pulsion to-.one incapable of understanding her feelings, yet be-
^eaih the rapid, hurried utterance there was an almost pain-
f&Uy; intense, depth-of feeling. In the manner in which she
the Suspicious interrogations of the tyrant,

